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MYSTERIOUS 
ADVENTURES 

WHAT ARE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 

MYSTERIOUS: (Adjective):- "Baffling, full of mystery, strange or unaccountable''. 

ADVENTURE: (Noun):- "An enterprise full of risk or danger, an experience of 
unforeseen events endangering the participants life. a gamble on failure or 
success" . 

To start play on a MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is to take a step out of the 
world of reality and into the world of dreams. Your computer is your guide on 
these fantastic journeys in time and space where danger is ever present and 
solutions to problems seldom come easy. 

By typing in simple commands in plain english you can " talk" to your 
computerised guide and tell it what your next actions are to be. 

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES bring a frightening reality to the surreal 
situations in which you will find yourself. You will become involved in these 
strange worlds of the imagination, you will feel anger when things seem to be 
moving against you, you will feel elated when you overcome obstacles that are 
set in your way. Eventually you will feel overjoyed as you reach the climax of 
your mission and success is yours. 

Any MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is not a mission to be taken lightly, success 
will never be instant - just as Rome was not built in a day, so each Adventure 
can rarely be completed in one session. To this end a "SAVE GAME" feature 
has been incorporated in each of the Adventures. This-means that at any given 
time during play of an Adventure, you can store on tape your precise 
whereabouts, your equipment carried, and any other pertinent details about 
your present status. 
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COPYRIGHT 

THIS PRODUCT IS COPYRIGHTED and all rights are 
reserved. This produa is intended only for the use of 

the original purchaser on the Computer System(s) 
specified. Any unauthorised copying, duplicating, 

selling or otherwise distribu~ing this produa is hereby 
expressly forbidden and any such illegal aaivities 

discovered will be dealt with to the fullest extent that 
the law currently allows. 
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